“…and do not neglect doing good and sharing, for with such
sacrifices God is pleased…” (Hebrews 13:16)
“Social entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish or
teach how to fish. They will not rest until they have
revolutionized the fishing industry.”
-Bill Drayton (Ashoka Founder)

Tabled by
YM Joseph Thavaraja
at the July 2019 monthly meeting of
Y’s Men’s Club of Colombo (YMCC) held
atthe boardroom of NCYMCA, St Michael’s Road,
Kollupitiya, Colombo, Sri Lanka
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The notes and photos in these “Reflections” are reproduced to convey
the growth of Y’s Men’s Club of Colombo (YMCC) in the three year
period of my Presidency, supported by the Club’s membership. Any
omission is unintentional and all inclusions (such as photos) are only
for purposes of illustration and not to selectively highlight any
project/member of YMCC.

Ysdom: An
Enduring
Fellowship within
within
the Sri Lankan
Community

O

n the invitation of YM
Chinthan

de

longstanding

Silva,

a

member of

Sri Lanka Y’sdom and a stalwart of
the Y’s Men’s Club of Colombo
(YMCC-which has the distinction of

YM JOSEPH

being the oldest functioning Club in
Asia Area), I was privileged to join
this historic Club in July 2011
(Y2011/2012) –at that time under

December). Consequently I was

the capable Presidency of PAP YL

inducted as the Vice President elect

Rita Hettiarachchi and Secretary-

2012/2013 of YMCC under President

ship of (late) YL Jean Godlieb.

Elect YM Victor Gunesekera. Our
installation ceremony was carried

That was also the year Sri Lanka
Region

celebrated

its

36th

out by the then amiable DG YL
Dushyanthi Latino.

anniversary. At the time of my
joining, our Club was entering its

I also functioned as the Director-

81st

Brother Clubs of YMCC in 2013. In

Charter

celebrations

(later

Anniversary
held

in

2013/14 I functioned as the Club’s
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Project Secretary. Thereafter at

Gnanapragasam’s contribution as

the ninth membership meeting held

the

at Dehiwela on 28 March 2015, I was

mention as he, with no prior

Treasurer needs a special

initially considered to
be the new President
for the following year
and the Ex-Co formally
proposed my as the
President to be on 29
May 2015.

I became the President
of the YMCC in 2015/16
(my

first

term

commenced

in

2016),

July
and

subsequently twice reelected
President

as
by

committed

the
the
YMCC

members

Asia Pacific Area President Tung-Ming Hsiao from Taiwan
hands over a commendation for an achievement by Y’s
Men’s Club of Colombo to me as Club’s President at the 43rd
Regional Convention of Y’s Men International Sri Lanka
Region on 23 June at the Grand Oriental Hotel, Colombo.

in

background

Y2016/2017 and in Y2017/18.

devoted

Club

Secretaries

serving my YMCC tenures were YL
Joan

Goonetilleke

(2015/16

accounting

and

finance whatsoever, delivered a
grand

The

in

performance by balancing

the books of the Club at its new
growth phase.

&

2016/2017) and YL PRD Sarojini
Nagendra (2017/18). YM Lakshman
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Fellowship evening with Kenyan Y'sdom in Nairobi

In these six semesters, there were

within its 89 year-long pioneering

also some challenging occasions

spirit.

with regard to YMCC’s overall
relations with some segments of

I also thank the entire membership

local Ysdom where the real spirit

of YMCC for strongly holding the

and fellowship of Ysdom seemed

ground together with me in unison

somewhat absent, but YMCC had

and enshrine the cherished spirit of

been blessed throughout all such to

fellowship

be not affected but to grow!

hallmark of our historic Club.

In fact, I am pleased to stress that

Perhaps

our YMCC was unassailable in the

realization that YMCC provided me

face

and

has been that one does not require

its

corporate-backed budgets and big

quintessential resilience ingrained

manpower to deliver meaningful

of

repeatedly

such

headwinds,
showed

that

the

has

most

been

striking
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services to the suffering segments
of the community; Our Club has

I extend my sincere appreciation to

shown

our stalwart YM Chinthan de Silva

that

imbued

a

with

few
the

individuals,
spirit

of

for his invitation to me to join Y’s

compassion –Christian or otherwise-

Men’s Club of Colombo way back in

can make a significant difference in

2011 –an invitation which changed

the terminal lives of even the most

the outlook of my life- and all the

marginalized of the society.

members of YMCC for the support
extended to me during these three

More importantly, as I complete the

memorable years of fellowship and

task of leading YMCC during these

service to the community.

un-assailed six semesters and now
eagerly look forward to the Club’s

Y’sly and Sincerely;

forthcoming grand celebrations of
its 90th Charter Anniversary (in
December 2020), I am immensely
reassured by a salient fact -that no
less than four senior Y’smen are at
the

helm

of

the

Club,

being

fortified with the ambience of all
the members, and leading YMCC to
a

remarkable

90th

YM JOSEPH THAVARAJA
JULY 2019, COLOMBO

anniversary

celebration event in 2020!
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THE LAST 6 SEMESTERS-SO WHAT WERE WE
REALLY ‘UP TO’?
Many service activities during this three-year-period were undertaken by
YMCC-simply too many to mention here. Nevertheless, a few noteworthy
efforts are listed below. It is (very) important to stress that without the
commitment and support of the rest of the members of YMCC, these results
would not have been realized! I would also be seriously failing in my duty if I
do not thank and extend my appreciation to the National Council of YMCAs of
Sri Lanka (NCYSL-St Michaels Rd, Kollupitiya), the YMCA network in Sri Lanka
-especially the Fort YMCA (YMCC’s ‘parent’ YMCA)- and the consequent
Regional Boards of Ysdom in Sri Lanka, for their many courtesies and free
offerings that further drove our community service efforts.

“HELPING THE HELPER”
The

concept

was

initially

proposed by me at the Club
meeting of 29 May 2015. While
it is the norm of charities to
serve the deserving, often,
there are

also workers and

staff helping such needy who
can make use of much needed
“hand-holding”-An

example

(in our Club’s experience) is

YMCC members at the Angoda wards for mentally
handicapped

the many silently suffering nurses who are tasked to assist the mentally
handicapped terminal patients in our mental hospices. Due to the interest
shown by our members, in our previous visits to help the mentally
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handicapped women in Angoda mental wards, we also assisted the nurses
attending them-and the smiles on the faces of the recipient nurses alone
spoke volumes and proved that we achieved our objective of making the
helpers’ lives better.

VISITING THE HELPLESS
We visited the Mother Theresa’s Home of Charity, Shanthi Nivasa, 81, St.
John’s way, Modara, Colombo 15, many a times. On 1st August 2015, 56 highly
deserving, helpless women inmates of a suburban hospital were supported
with biscuits, marshmallows and coconut rock and drinks as well as some
Plastic Chairs.
(MORE

AT:

https://ysmencolombo.wordpress.com/2012/08/18/rays-of-

hope-for-56-highly-deserving-women-from-ysmccs-longest-running-project/)

CLIMATE CHANGE!
Global warming and
climate
change
is
threatening
humankind’s
very
survival on the planet.
It’s also much talked of
topic in many a local
and international fora.
The first such seminar
on
Global
Warming/Climate
change to be held
within Sri Lankan YMCA
circles, addressed by a
pioneering
Lankan
scientist Prof Sarath
Kotagama, was conducted by YMCC in 2016 in Colombo. I am thankful to Prof
Kotagama for his knowledge-contribution and to our YM Chinthan for
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spearheading it from his initial proposal at the Club meeting of 18 February
2016. The nearly two hour long session was filled with Prof Kotagama’s insights
and constructive interactions with the audience. The interest to attend the
event was evident as the audience packed the session despite the
transport/petroleum strike and inclement weather.

(VIDEO
and
MORE
AT:
https://ysmencolombo.wordpress.com/2017/05/03/pioneering-sl-scientist-inspecial-climate-change-speech-at-ys-mens/)

HOW DID WE CREATE THAT RARE SMILE ON THE FACES OF
THE FORGOTTEN?
Our members went many a
times and ‘fellowshipped’
with inmates of Shanthi
Nivasa, Mattakkuliya, many
of whom were disabled, and
forgotten

by

their

own

families. It was clear that
our visit brought them much
joy. On 28 November 2015
lunch was hosted by us for
130 inmates at Shanthi Nivasa, Mattakkuliya to mark the 85th Anniversary of
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Chartering the Club and another cash donation was also given to the Nivasa.
In Sept 2018, members visited this Home with 12 nos of Basi Laboratories 50g
Analgesic Balm ointment packs made in Portugal, and Super Omega 3 fish oil
dietary supplements. Later on 9 February 2019, our members embarked on a
community service project that would assist them. Our members distributed
much needed items as gifts for the inmates-among them specific medicines prescription medicines such as Vastarel MR, Atorvastatin Sandoz and Metracin
Tablets –to meet the needs of such elderly. Administrators of Mother Teresa
Home praised YMCC for the support given to their inmates.

MORE SMILES…!
• I wish to thank YM Rajendran for his initiatives in the Club’s Child
Welfare Sponsorship project.
• Jean Godlieb Educational Memorial fund: Late YL Joan’s proposal to
help a deserving girl to do an IT Data entry course (first proposed at
March 2015 meeting) was fulfilled with efforts of YL Joan.
• Members of YMCC
led by YL PRD
Sarojini Nagendra
visited Sri Lanka
Cancer
Society
offices
on
20
October 2017 and
handed over the
financial
contribution from
Club members to
boost
Cancer
Society’s
care
efforts for the
needy
cancer
patients it targets.
YMCC members visit Shanthi Nivasa, Mattakkuliya
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FUNDRAISING…IS HAIR-RAISING!

I wish to praise the entire membership for their determination to revive the
Fundraiser spirit of YMCC that was seen in yesteryear. The “Fun and Frolic”
fundraising event in 2016 was first decided at the Cub meeting held on 29
January 2016. The fundraiser was held at the Parsi lub, Colombo 3, and was

well attended by members of Y’sdom of Sri Lanka. The hostess of the evening
was YM Dushyanthi Latino. The funds were raised in support of deserving and
poor O/L and AL students of Colombo 5 (Koombikaley and Kirulopone areas)
and the charity funds distributed to the deserving students on October 2, via
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a prominent Church in Polhengoda, in Rajagiriya. This fun filled evening was
one of most memorable events in YMCC’s entire history. The immense
workload shouldered by all Club members to make the fundraiser a runaway
success went beyond their call of duty.

WORKING WITH YMCAs
The May/June 2017
flood havoc in Sri
Lanka

caused

displacement

of

more than 175,500
families
Districts.

in

15
Many

members of our who
have

been

closely

watching the buildup, have expressed that YMCC should actively support the relief efforts
through stable institutions involved in relief. YMCC members, having
identified that relief efforts of National Council of the YMCAs of Sri Lanka
(NCYMCA) in Kollupitiya are worthy of support, extended their support to
relief activists of NCYMCA on 1 June 2017.
We also called for support for NCYMCA efforts through our own Facebook page
saying “Would you also like to support flood relief efforts of NCYMCA? Please
call 0094-112447331 for further info.”
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BROTHER CLUBS-YMCC SPREADS WINGS
According to CSD-IBC of our club PAP Rita Hettiarachchi, as of September
2018, YMCC had seven Brother Club relations and one Triangular IBC;
Brother clubs
1. OWEN SOUND Y’S MEN’S CLUB – CANADA
2. STRUER Y’S MEN’S CLUB – DENMARK
3. THIKA Y’S MEN’S CLUB – KENYA
4. ADELAIDE Y’S MEN’S CLUB – AUSTRALIA
5. CHENNAI MILLENNIUM – INDIA
6. HYDERABAD Y’S MEN’S CLUB - INDIA
7. ERNAKULAM SOUTH Y’S MEN’S CLUB - INDIA
Triangular IBC
1. CHENNAI, ADELAIDE & YMCC.

FELLOWSHIP WITH THIKA Y’S MEN’S CLUB-KENYA

PHOTOS: Members of Kenyan Y’sdom meet
YMCC members in Colombo in August 2014
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Our YMCC and Thika YMC forged ongoing mutual relations over time, thanks
to the efforts of CSD-IBC of our club PAP Rita Hettiarachchi. Our Club
formalised links with the Thika Y’s Men’s Club of Kenya greatly when the
members of Thika when 12 members of Thika arrived in Colombo in August
2014.

With Past International President (PIP) YM Benson Wabule in Thika, Kenya in July 2016

Later in 2016, I received the opportunity to experience the Kenyan Ysdom and
the hospitality of Ys Mens Club of Thika when I visited Nairobi in July 2016
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[This has been my sole overseas tour involving Ys Mens during my entirety with
the Y’sdom. My tour to Kenya was also entirely self-funded, at no any cost to
our Club (YMCC) or the Y’sdom]. This event too brought our relations with
African Ysdom and Thika much closer. It was a privilege for me to meet Past
International President (PIP) YM Benson Wabule and Madam Mrs Wabule.
Attending as the International Guest at the Nairobi Ysmen’s Handover
Ceremony of 22 July 2016, I also joined in fellowship with many other Kenyan
Y’smen-including members of Thika Club, Nairobi Youth Club and Ys Mens Club
of Nairobi.

Fellowship with Y’s Men’s of Thika in Thika, Nairobi
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YMCC ON THE WEB & SOCIAL MEDIA:
EMBRACING HI-TECH & BEING VISIBLE TO THE
REST OF THE WORLD!

I am pleased that under my Presidency, I was able to launch and initiate our
online presence thereby publicizing our work across the world and bringing
the Club’s dissemination in par with latest web technologies. My strong belief
that our activities should be documented and speculated beyond our
administrative “Minutes of the meeting” and the news should also be known
by the general public across the globe, has spurred me to initiate the Web
page, Facebook page and the twitter account of YMCC.

More importantly, though the accepted paradigm in general in community
services like ours is to “serve in silence”, given today’s rushed lifestyles and
demand for instant information through digital platforms, it is imperative that
as a pioneering Club in Asia, YMCC has dissemination strategies in par with
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latest online and social media platforms. In this background, we, the YMCC,
were the first Sri Lankan Y’smen Club to unveil a strong presence in
today’s cutting edge publicity platforms on the Web. The web page of the
Club

at www.ysmenscolombo.com and

Facebook

page www.facebook.com/ysmencolombo/ publicized our activities delighting
contributors to our club and beneficiaries of our activities.
www.ysmenscolombo.com was launched in 29 June 2012 and has been
updated continuously. www.ysmenscolombo.com publishes stories and
activities of our Club in text (often accompanied by photos) and video
documentary formats. As of start of July 2019 www.ysmenscolombo.com had
more than 90 posts (both text and videos) that have been viewed total 3104
times from across the world, and all posts were re-shared by viewers a total
of 103 times. Visitors from 50 countries read about our activities. Most number
of visitors came from Sri Lanka, followed by USA, Macau, Australia, and India.
The countries that followed were Denmark, Canada, Kenya, EU and UK. The
only cost incurred by the Club was initial registration of web address. Costs
incurred in web connectivity, photo and videography, editing them and
publishing them are not costed to the Club but was personally borne by me.
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The Facebook page (Y's Men's Club of Colombo - @ysmencolombo at
www.facebook.com/ysmencolombo/) became active in July 2016 and
publicized the Club's activities to a larger audience across the world re-sharing
www.ysmenscolombo.com posts to the world-audience. As of July 2019, it had
1265 likes and same number of followers. Visitors from 33 countries looked
our Faacebook and 80% users in the last six months (Till July 19, 2019) were
from Sri Lanka, followed by India (16%), and Qatar (1%). 90% of visitors are
males. The page was commenced at no cost to the Club and even now being
run at no cost to the Club. Costs incurred in web connectivity, photo and
videography, editing them and publishing them are not costed back to the
Club but was personally borne by me. 5% of all readers (traffic) to our website
from all over the world in all these years came through our Facebook Page.
This year in 2019 alone, 20% of readers/traffic to our web page came thanks
to Facebook. 46% of readers to our web page came thanks to search engines
such as google. About 4% readers came from emails.
The Twitter account located at
twitter.com/ysmencolombo
(@ysmencolombo)

began

updating on 20 June 2016 with
seven followers to-date. Also
494 impressions of its posts are
recorded. It was identified
that 80% of readers of our
Twitter

is

men.

It

was

commenced at no cost to the
Club and even now run at no
cost to the Club. Costs incurred in web connectivity, photo and videography,
editing them and publishing them are not costed back to the Club but was
personally borne by me. It should also be noted that among many service
communities of today the new trend is to go online and be hi-tech, but without
a clear understanding of the multitude of nightmares that they could brandish
back, it is not advisable to embark on such initiatives.
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AWARDS!

At the 41st Regional Convention

The Club won many awards during this period –also commendations from
Brother clubs-though I mention only the noteworthy achievements here.

Alexander Scholarship Fund (ASF) Awardfor 2017/18, IBC International Brother Club Award,
2017/18 Membership Conservation Award for Sri Lanka Region
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BUILDING FELLOWSHIP
The monthly meetings alone helped us to build our fellowship significantly.
Charter Anniversaries and the revived 2016 Fundraiser brought the country’s
Y’sdom closer to our Club. Still, it is with sadness-and joined by all membersthat I note of the Almighty’s decision to take back souls of three stalwarts of
our Club during my time with YMCC; YM Ercon Godlieb, YL Jean Godlieb and
YM Victor Gunesekera. YM Ercon and YM Jean were key personalities of Sri
Lankan Y’sdom during its rapid development after YMCC became independent
of India Area, and we all are very well aware of their unrelenting efforts for
a new Sri Lankan REGION. YM Victor was the immediately preceding President
before I began serving the Lankan communty in the same role.

WAIT! BEFORE YOU GO…
This collection of reflections is not written by me just for the sake of
posterity, but to illustrate what a group of service oriented minds could
achieve with little resources, helped by some genuine efforts and blessings
from the Almighty. The facts produced here were sourced from the shared
Minutes, Club website, FB and my own personal notes.
I do not ever attempt to pretend that YMCC had experienced “its greatest
three years in its history under me”! Still, during the six semesters of my
Presidency, the YMCC and its membership have collectively evolved in many
ways, thanks also to the loyalty of all the members themselves whose
commitment to our Club earns my unstinted praise. In fact, it is (very)
important to stress that without the commitment and support of the members
of YMCC and its well-wishers of Sri Lankan Ysdom, these results would not
have been possible! Like any charity/service oriented movement, I
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experienced that YMCC too has some areas that call for improvement–in
YMCC’s case, need for enlistment of more youth, leveraging the Colombo Fort
YMCA (our parent YMCA) relations for Club’s future growth, and promotion of
lower level, flexible funds like the Birthday Fund, ToFs and Charter
Anniversaries with more vigor, are activities that could be further developed
in future. It should also be noted that among many service communities of
today the new trend is to go online and be hi-tech, but without a clear
understanding of the multitude of nightmares that they could brandish back,
it is not advisable to embark on such initiatives.

Given the experienced nature of most members, these tasks do not pose a big
challenge and are clearly achievable. In fact, as the oldest functioning Club
in Asia Area prepares to celebrate its 90th Charter Anniversary, my experience
tells me that it shall heroically maintain its historic stewardship of Y’sdom in
Sri Lanka for many more years to come and aim for bigger objectives-and if
needs be, YMCC is even capable of rising to the challenge of leading a much
larger geographic sphere beyond Sri Lankan Ysdom!
….Y’sly and Sincerely!

“…What we have seen and heard we proclaim to you also, so that you
too may have fellowship with us; and indeed our fellowship is with the
Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ…” (1 John 1:3)
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